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Introduction
Welcome to Fidelior™ 

Fidelior™ is a digital service that aims to enhance trust in scholarly publishing by providing a solution 
that addresses the growing problem of predatory journals and questionable publishing practices. 
Fidelior™ responds to calls from the scholarly community for an automated service that can check and flag 
questionable references in manuscripts and publications. The digital service searches through uploaded 
reference lists, matching these with multiple recognised journal sources.

Getting started

This guide gives a step-by-step approach to using Fidelior™ and interpreting a Fidelior™ report.



Upload a manuscript or reference list

Click upload documents

Then select the file



Add a title and select page ranges

Type in a document title and 
select the page numbers where 
the references appear. 
If no page range is selected, Fidelior™ will also 
check citations within the document.

For a document that only contains references you 
don’t need to specify a page range.

Press submit

Note: The FideliorTM software can 
scan through single and multiple 
column layouts.



Your FideliorTM report 

Your FideliorTM report 
will be emailed to you

The report explains how it categorises 
journal sources into:

Green lists - reputable sources

Orange lists - potentially questionable

This report flags questionable 
and untrustworthy references for 
further due diligence.



A summary page at the 
beginning of the report shows 
how many journal titles were 
identified on each of the journal 
sources. 

FideliorTM report summary



The FideliorTM report is a 
searchable PDF.                        

You can delve further into the report to see which 
journal lists or sources a title appears in.

Click in the Search Box and further investigate any 
journal sources flagged in the report summary.

The use of multiple journal sources allows a 
FideliorTM user, to cross-compare and fill in gaps, 
providing a better tool to differentiate between 
trustworthy or questionable journals. 

Search the FideliorTM report

Access to multiple journal sources 
provides a better understanding of 
journal quality and standing.



Search for a journal title 

Type in the name of the 
journal or the journal 
ISSN. Select whether it 
is the title or ISSN and 
press search.

With FideliorTM you 
can also search for a 
journal title 



Journal results screen

The results screen will show you 
which lists the title appears on. 

The journal may appear on a number of 
green or orange lists. Each result offers 
more information as to why orange hits 
have occurred, allowing you to decide 
what further due diligence is required.



For additional due diligence services and training - contact check@fidelior.net
For additional resources visit www.fidelior.com 


